FACT SHEET

Organizational Partner

Your organization can be a voice for fairer elections...
Let’s do this together!

- Join us in our campaign to Stop Digital Voter Suppression, and become a champion for conducting equitable elections. Let’s work together for the greater democratic good, and consider joining as a Stop Digital Voter Suppression™ organizational partner.

- Once your organization signs-on, your logo will be added to all campaign content, outreach material & website.

- We will make sure you have multiple campaign resources to share with your community so your stakeholders and community members can easily stay informed on any & all disinformation reporting from our organization.

- Your partnership will help to build the Stop Digital Voter Suppression™ Project into a nationwide movement.

- To become an organizational partner sign-on immediately (http://stoponlinevaw.com/become-a-stop-digital-voter-suppression-project-organization-al-partner) or contact jill@stoponlinevaw.com.

**Your partnership** will expand the project’s reach, help us hear from more voices and more communities, and document which tactics are being used especially to suppress the votes of Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC). Your efforts as a SDVS partner will help to ensure the 2020 Election is conducted more equitably by limiting the impact of digital voter suppression.

---

The Stop Digital Voter Suppression™ Project is a grassroots reporting movement that will supplement the work being done by Stop Online Violence Against Women Inc., as well as our extensive data collection efforts with real-life experiences. SOVAW is a 501(c)(3) organization. This project is a nonpartisan endeavor.